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Your Year Ahead Reading

Overall Picture of 2020 Trends
The cards indicate that the year promises to be one of official agreement or
commitments (Ring-Tower) with a successful establishment of status in some way
(Tower-Sun) and goals and ambitions successfully achieved (Sun-Stars.)
At the same time, they indicate this may involve some anxiety around commitments
(Ring-Mice), as well as there being a sense of public or shared emotions or group
creativity (Moon-Garden.)

You in 2020
Your querent card, the Woman is appearing in the house of 27 Letter, meaning that
the written word (for example, journalism, fiction, blogging, emails), news and
documents, and yourself in relation to that, are likely to be a key feature of your 2020.
At the same time, this influence probably becomes apparent later rather than sooner
in the year.
The cards suggest you may find yourself at something of a crossroads (WomanCrossroads) and be making decisions this year around what to keep and not keep in
your life (Woman-Scythe). Whatever it is, it is of great importance or significance for
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who you are and to your destiny (Woman-Key). The spread for the year shows you as
someone maturing or experienced, a communicative woman (Woman-Lily, WomanBirds), who'll be talking and communicating about your experiences and life (BirdsLily). There is also a new start of some kind indicated for you (Storks-Woman).

Other Cards Around You in 2020
Surrounding you
Around you are the Key, Child and Mice cards, indicating that new beginnings or
being the younger party in a situation may be somewhat anxiety-making for you.
Sitting above you
The cards sitting directly above you are the House and the Key, showing the
significance of home, domestic life and family this year. A fated home, perhaps, or
even the key to the self in some way, a spiritual homecoming of sorts.
Sitting beside you
Next to you is the Child card, showing you as a beginner in some way, an actual child
you know, youth in general, or being the younger party in a situation, perhaps within
the family.
Additional information
There are also indications of anxious friends or a degree of anxiety within friendships
or of them or of support being undermined in some way (Dog-Mice.)
Background events
As a background to this, the cards show a young person or child's home or family; a
friend's home or a supportive family; a friendly or supportive young person (HouseChild-Dog).
This is followed by
Something significant for you, your fate or destiny, an answer for you (Key-Woman);
and a degree of anxiety (Woman-Mice); where you'll be worrying about destiny and
what it holds for you (Key-Mice).
Also:
The diagonals around you also show house or family finances or money, perhaps a
deposit (Bear-House); your home or family (House-Woman), and your friends or
friendships and support (Dog-Woman).
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2020: The Overall Story
Cards Across:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Row 1 (Chain) These indicate there will be an official agreement or promise of
some kind made (Ring-Tower); successful establishment or achievement of
high status (Tower-Sun); your ambitions fulfilled, goals and dreams
successfully achieved (Sun-Stars), most likely those relating to work and
career ambitions (Stars-Fox). At the same time, there is uncertainty around
work and career, perhaps not a fixed job as such (Fox-Clouds) leading to
financial uncertainty (Clouds-Bear); and then a new start financially or fresh
source of funds (Bear-Storks); a public or social new beginning, a fresh start
out in the world (Storks-Garden).
Mirrored: A public or group arrangement or commitment made public (RingGarden); a new start officially or in terms of status (Tower-Storks); financial
success and positivity (Sun-Bear); uncertain or vague ambitions, dreams,
fantasies, perhaps taking things as they come rather than a set path (StarsClouds); work/career in general (Fox).

Row 2 (Chain): The cards show a moving or travel decision, a shortened
journey (Scythe-Ship); an upcoming trip or move, a traveller or passenger
(Ship-Rider); a romantic newcomer or upcoming passion (Rider-Heart); a longterm love or passion (Heart-Anchor); something weighty, a lasting burden
(Anchor-Cross); communication pressure or talking through troubles (CrossBirds); a house or family discusson, domestic talks (Birds-House); significant
home, the key to home, the importance of family (House-Key)
(Mirrored) A significant decision (Scythe-Key); a house move (Ship-House);
announcements, phone calls, hearing about something (Rider-Birds); a
burdened heart, a love or passion that comes with responsibility (HeartCross), the long term (Anchor).

Row 3 (Chain) YOUR ROW: The cards indicated a difficult or problematic
choice, a wrong turning, negative options (Crossroads-Snake); bad news,
document or writing problems (Snake-Letter); blocked writing, delayed news
(Letter-Mountain); and a tough challenge that'll require work to get over
(Mountain-Whip). But hard work brings luck and opportunities so your effort
won't be in vain (Whip-Clover); man's luck or a man may provide you with an
opportunity (Clover-Man), possibly a younger or youthful man (Man-Child)
and you as a child or beginner in some way (Child-Woman).
(Mirrored): Your options or roads ahead, you at a crossroads (CrossroadsWoman); a young person's betrayal or problem (Snake-Child); a man's letter
or news (Letter-Man); a fortunate delay or obstacle (Mountain-Clover); hard
work and effort (Whip).
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Row 4: (Chain): Intuition, book creation or creativity, hidden feelings, psychic
knowledge (Moon-Book) is indicated; spiritual or flourishing knowledge or
book (Book-Tree); blossoming health and energy, flourishing, harvest, things
coming to fruition (Tree-Bouquet); business blessings and positivity (BouquetFish); a business ending or big changes (Fish-Coffin); experience coming to an
end, old age (Coffin-Lily); a friend's experience or wisdom (Lily-Dog); an
anxious friend (Dog-Mice).
(Mirrored): Anxious or niggling feelings (Moon-Mice); a friends' knowledge or
secret (Book-Dog); wise spirituality, ageing health issues (Tree-Lily), a blessing
comes to an end, laying something to rest (Bouquet-Coffin); business and
independence, liberation (Fish)

Cards Down:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Column 1: A Broken agreement or marriage is indicated (Ring-Scythe);
multiple decisions or choices removed (Scythe-Crossroads); an emotional
crossroads or creative choices (Crossroads-Moon); an emotional agreement
or creative commitment (Ring-Moon.)
Column 2 The cards show a shipping or overseas company, progress status
(Tower-Ship); problems overseas or a difficult journey (Ship-Snake); book,
knowledge or learning problem, hidden issue (Snake-Book); a publishing,
educational or learning organisation, knowledge status (Tower-Book).
Column 3 Upcoming success is indicated, happiness arrives (Sun-Rider); with
news, or a message delivered (Rider-Letter); health or spiritual news or
documents, flourishing writing (Letter-Tree); growing success and positivity
(Sun-Tree).
Column 4 Your love or passion hopes and dreams (Stars-Heart) may be
blocked or delayed, you may be alone (Heart-Mountain); but this is actually a
positive thing, an enjoyable retreat (Mountain-Bouquet) and your hopes and
dreams are positive and blessed (Stars-Bouquet). You are likely to be
rewarded.
Column 5. In the area of long-term or stable work (Fox-Anchor); hard work is
likely to be constant (Anchor-Whip); and there will be business efforts &
challenges, possibly competition (Whip-Fish). This is mainly freelance work
(Fox-Fish.)
Column 6. There are signs that uncertainty can be a burden (Clouds-Cross);
but it is also a fortunate one or one that brings luck (Cross-Clover). However,
luck may come to an end or an ending may bring good fortune in its wake
(Clover-Coffin) Uncertainty also comes to an end, or an ending may bring
uncertainty (Clouds-Coffin).
Column 7 It looks as though there will be discussions about money or
communications about it (Bear-Birds); this appear's to be something a man is
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talking about, and likely an older man (Birds-Man-Lily). It seems to relate to
"old money" in some way, perhaps an inheritance or pension (Bear-Lily).
Column 8 A new start at home or with the family (Storks-House); a child's or
young person's home or family or a small house (House-Child); a friend's
child,perhaps; a friend's new start, friendly and supportive beginner (ChildDog).
Column 9 YOUR COLUMN The cards indicate that social life, networks and
groups will be key (Garden-Key); that there is a turning point or something of
great significance coming up for you (Key-Woman) and this may bring some
anxiety and worries along with it (Woman-Mice), particularly socially or in your
public life (Garden-Mice).

YOUR KEY LIFE AREAS IN 2020
Here we look in more detail at what the cards are saying about key life areas in 2020

KEY & SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS, ANSWERS, FATE
Your Key card is appearing in House 18 Dog for 2020, indicating that friendships and
support are hugely important in some way this year; the Key is also being knighted by
the Dog, underlying the significance of this influence. A sudden or decisive answer of
some sort, a big decision (Key-Scythe) is indicated, and significant life choices, so
choose well (Key-Crossroads). Your importance or significance, an answer or turning
point for you (Key-Woman). Money is important, as is a man in your life (Key-Bear,
Man-Key) and possibly his money, wealth, or financial situation (Bear-Man).
Surrounding cards show a new start socially (Storks-Garden), that home & domestic
set-ups or family are involved (House-Key), you as a younger person (Child-Woman).
Possibly this is to do with your relationship with someone older, or the importance of
you becoming older and wiser (Lily-Child).

CAREER & WORK
Your Fox is appearing in House 5 Tree in 2020, indicating either a spiritual job of some
kind or that it is flourishing and developing, branching out. This is freelance work
(Fox-Fish). New work or jobs are indicated, being a messenger perhaps (Fox-Rider)
but also that there will have been delays or obstacles (Fox-Mountain) before your
work-life gets lucky or more opportunities arise (Fox-Clover). It looks like this involves
communication or speaking work (Fox-Birds). There may be some uncertainty around
your ambitions, or alternately a sort of dream or fantasy state relating to your
working life (Stars-Clouds), with a background around your most passionately held
ambitions (Heart-Stars). There's also the pressures or burdens of long-term passions
(Heart-Anchor-Cross); you're not ready to give up just yet, but the lack of certainty in
your work situation may weigh on you (Clouds-Cross.)
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MONEY & FINANCES
Your Bear is appearing in House 7 Snake this year, which indicates that there may be
financial problems, or that money comes from something negative, although the fact
there are also so many positive influences also here shows that any negative
influence should be easily overcome. Success with money is indicated (Bear-Sun) as
well as healthy or flourishing finances (Bear-Tree) and older money, possibly an
inheritance (Bear-Lily). Long-term or stable finances (Bear-Anchor), luck with money
or a windfall or win (Bear-Clover), a younger person's money (Bear-Child) and their
good fortune or chance (Clover-Child), so look for and take opportunities this year
where you can. Money and finances should prove to be significant in this year ahead
(Bear-Key) as well as a new beginning domestically (Storks-House.)

LOVE & PASSIONS
Your Heart is appearing in House 13 Child this year, indicating a new start in love, a
new romance or one just beginning. It may also be that there will be a more familytype of love set-up involving children or young people. There's certainly some burden,
responsibility or weight involved or one that comes with strings or troubles attached
(Heart-Cross) and either a long-distance love or a period of being single (HeartMountain), although also good fortune in love or something that happens by chance
(Heart-Clover). There are also indications of there having been a particular status or
looking down on love and romance borne of having been betrayed (Tower-Snake)
The cards show love and passion flourishing and growing or even karmic love (HeartTree) as well as a certain free spiritness (Heart-Fish), liberation and branching out
(Tree-Fish), with unseen or unexpected luck or hidden benefits (Clouds-Clover).
Passions have perhaps been focused more on work ambitions and success (SunStars-Fox), but the signs are a lasting love is coming, someone new (Rider-HeartAnchor) although there may also be challenges or challenging news and blockages
(Letter-Mountain-Whip) to ambitions and dreams, and you'll continue to be working
hard on them (Fox-Anchor-Whip).

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS & ISSUES
Your Snake is appearing in House 20 Garden in 2020, indicating that there may be
problems in the area of your social life and around groups and networks. Young
people or newcomers may cause issues (Snake-Child) either at home or within the
family (Snake-House), and there may also be problems with travel, transport or
moving, or even just making progress (Snake-Ship). An agreement or promise may
also cause issues (Snake-Ring), but ultimately, problems may turn out for the best
(Snake-Sun). There may be negativity issues; positivity being undermined or
betrayed, for example, love problems (Snake-Heart), or blessings betrayed (SnakeBouquet), a sense that all that glitters isn't gold. A problem on a journey, with
shipping or as a passenger a journey is indicated or progress cut short or curtailed
(Scythe-Ship-Rider). There may also be issues with the distribution of messages,
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documents or emails (Crossroads-Snake-Letter). There may be psychic knowledge
involved or a premonition of some kind (Moon-Book-Tree). An emotional decision or
cutting off of something may be the background to this (Scythe-Crossroads-Moon).
Knowledge around a difficult journey or a shipping and distribution problem is
indicated (Ship-Snake-Book) but then a health or spiritual message arrives or
documents are sent out and start arriving once more (Rider-Letter-Tree.)

POSITIVES & SUCCESSES
Your Sun is appearing in House 3 Ship for 2020, indicating generally good progress
and positive movement and trips. Generally speaking, the cards show health &
energy, flourishing (Sun-Tree), financial successes (Sun-Bear), positive life
experiences successes around older people or because of experience (Sun-Lily),
although success may be diminished or reduced somewhat (Sun-Scythe) and
problematic (Sun-Snake) and possibly delayed for a time (Sun-Mountain). Further
issues can eventually be prevented (Snake-Mountain) leading to a more long-term
positivity, happiness and success (Sun-Anchor). A lot of your success this year has to
do with ambition and aiming high (Tower-Sun-Stars), as well as achieving your heart's
desires and making progress towards them (Ship-Rider-Heart), particularly those
connected with your deepest, most heartfelt desires (Stars-Heart.)

BLESSINGS & GIFTS
Your Bouquet card is appearing in House 3 Sun for 2020 which is a sign of gifts,
victories and prizes. The achievement of dreams is also indicated (Bouquet-Stars),
possibly unseen blessings or just a general air of positivity (Bouquet-Clouds) although
there may be some disappointment or a let-down also (Bouquet-Coffin) or something
positive marred by negativity (Bouquet-Snake) A blessing and gift arrives, however
(Bouquet-Rider) and this time it's made to last (Rider-Anchor, Bouquet-Anchor).
bringing both luck and positive opportunities (Bouquet-Clover). The cards indicate
that these blessings do not arise out of nowhere, but rather after a struggle, delays
and difficulty, probably around documents or the business of writing, possibly
writer's block (Snake-Letter-Mountain) Business and the general flow of things
should be flourishing (Tree-Bouquet-Fish) although it may take time for these
rewards to be seen (Bouquet-Mountain) There will also be hard work, effort and
possibly competition coming up as a result (Whip-Fish).
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OTHER LIFE AREAS
COMMITMENTS, AGREEMENTS, MARRIAGE
Your Ring is in the House of 1 Rider. News of or an upcoming agreement, likely a
creative or emotional link, agreement or connection (Ring-Moon), a public promise or
group agreement, membership of a group (Ring-Garden), although an anxious
arrangement (Ring-Mice), one that has problems or is not necessarily what it seems
(Ring-Snake). Upcoming agreement or news of one (Ring-Rider).

DECISIONS, REDUCTIONS
Your Scythe in the House of 10 Scythe. Decisions, cuts. Decisions about which path to
go down (Scythe-Crossroads), a significant decision (Scythe-Key), your decision
(Scythe-Woman). An education or book decision (Scythe-Book), a successful or
positive one (Scythe-Sun), one associated with writing (Scythe-Letter) and writing
success (Sun-Letter). This is about a high status or official agreement, a journey or
shipping decision, and an unpleasant or wrong choice.

CHOICES AND PATHS
Crossroads in the House of 19 Tower. Official decisions, status pathways. Reduced
options (Crossroads-Scythe), your choices (Crossroads-Woman), important choices,
turning point (Crossroads-Key). Status or organisational options or paths
(Crossroads-Tower,) upcoming choices (Crossroads-Rider), further branch-offs,
spiritual options (Crossroads-Tree), growth or vitality news (Rider-Tree). It may
involve a difficult or unpleasant choice (Crossroads-Snake) and problems making
progress with a book or a learning endeavour (Ship-Snake-Book.)

EMOTIONS & CREATIVE MATTERS
Your Moon is in the House of 28. Man. Emotions connected with men or a man.
Feelings about an agreement or connection (Moon-Ring), shared or public feelings or
creativity (Moon-Garden), anxious feelings (Moon-Mice). Written creativity or
emotional news (Moon-Letter), moving or up and down emotions (Moon-Ship). That
difficult or unpleasant choice (Crossroads-Snake), possibly instinct or emotional
knowledge (Moon-Book) or a book project and problems with this (Snake-Book).

STATUS, OFFICIALS
Your Tower is in the House of 2.Clover. Lucky organisation, gambling company,
positive status. Educational or publishing organisation, college (Tower-Book), new
status or organisation (Tower-Storks), supportive organisation, official advisor
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(Tower-Dog). Multiple organisations or official channels (Tower-Crossroads). News
or writing organisation (Tower-Letter), love or passion status (Tower-Heart). A
successful agreement or deal of some kind with an organisation (Ring-Tower-Sun),
while the problem on a journey, with shipping or as a passenger a journey is
indicated or progress cut short or curtailed (Scythe-Ship-Rider) is also connected.

TRAVEL, MOVEMENT, PROGRESS
Your Ship is in the House of 11. Whip. Difficult journey, bumpy ride, progress with
hard work and effort. Troubled or problematic journey, spoiled progress (ShipSnake), house move (Ship-House), young person's trip (Ship-Child). Emotional or
creative progress (Ship-Moon); growth, development and progress (Ship-Tree);
spirituality, psychic feelings or healthy creativity (Moon-Tree); progress towards
goals (Ship-Stars), a blocked journey or delayed progress (Ship-Mountain); ambitions
and achievements blocked or delayed (Stars-Mountain).

KNOWLEDGE & LEARNING
Your Book is in the House of 29. Woman. Your knowledge and learning, publishing,
books. Established learning, study, education, 'proper' book (Book-Tower), newlybegun course or book (Book-Storks), friend's book or education, supportive learning,
advice book (Book-Dog). A sudden reveal or rapid learning, a short course (BookScythe); a secret revealed, upcoming knowledge (Book-Rider); a visit cancelled or
unexpected news (Scythe-Rider); delayed or blocked knowledge or learning (BookMountain). This may be connected with trouble over the direction to take with your
written work (Crossroads-Snake-Letter), and mostly seems to be connected with a
flourishing spiritual or creative knowledge; creative flow, intuition, instinct, an inner
knowing (Moon-Book-Tree). This looks set to expand and reinvigorate your writing
(Letter-Tree).

NEWS, ARRIVALS, VISITS
The Rider is in House 12. Birds. Verbal news, told some news. News arrives (RiderLetter), communication delivered (Rider-Birds), a new man or a male visitor (RiderMan). A proposal arrives, new commitment of some kind (Rider-Ring) and options,
choices to be made (Rider-Crossroads), possibly around more than one possible
agreement or commitment to make (Ring-Crossroads). A lesson or new project
(Rider-Book), a lovely gift, good things on their way (Rider-Bouquet), the gift of
learning or a project, pleasant discovery (Book-Bouquet); work news (Rider-Fox)
feedback (Rider-Whip); hard work (Fox-Whip). Successful establishment and
achievement (Tower-Sun-Stars), a passion (Rider-Heart). Writer's block (SnakeLetter-Mountain). Successful news, victory (Sun-Rider-Letter); delayed dreams and
passions (Stars-Heart-Mountain).
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DOCUMENTS AND WRITING
Your Letter is in the House of 21. Mountain. Writer's block, delayed news. News or a
message arrives (Letter-Rider), probably from a man (Letter-Man) and maybe
verbally too or via Twitter (Letter-Birds). Creative or emotional writing (LetterMoon), reduced writing or writing about somethNig painful (Letter-Scythe),
emotional or creative decision or pain (Scythe-Moon). Some official news or a 'high
status' piece of writing (Letter-Tower), winning story, star writing, news of
achievement (Letter-Stars); high or winning status, well-known organisation (TowerStars); long-term news (Letter-Anchor), business news or business writing,
freewriting or freelance news (Letter-Fish); business stability (Anchor-Fish). The
arrival of passion and progress in this area (Ship-Rider-Heart); delays and writer's
block (Snake-Letter-Mountain); flourishing knowledge, harvesting learning (BookTree-Bouquet). Growth or vitality news arrives (Rider-Letter-Tree), and any delays
should turn out to be positive (Heart-Mountain-Bouquet.)

WELLBEING & SPIRITUALITY, KARMA
Your Tree is in House 30. Lily. Maturation, wisdom. News of wellbeing, spirituality or
writing energy (Tree-Letter), flourishing and positive growth (Tree-Sun), maturation,
fruition (Tree-Lily), financial growth and health, protective karma (Tree-Bear).
Multiple branches or roads (Crossroads-Tree); a spiritual journey of some kind (TreeShip), love or passion grows (Tree-Heart), a romantic journey or making progress
with a passion (Ship-Heart). Possible health issues or a fitness/exercise regime (TreeWhip). A flourishing knowledge of some kind (Book-Tree-Bouquet), a lovely retreat
(Mountain-Bouquet).

HOPES & DREAMS, GOALS
Your Stars are in the house of 4. House. Domestic ambitions. Prize, gift or win,
achievement (Stars-Bouquet), dreams (Stars-Clouds), although some dreams or goals
may also be put to bed (Stars-Coffin). Progress towards goals (Stars-Ship). Writing
ambitions or news of achievement (Stars-Letter), competition news (Letter-Whip),
working hard for achievement, training (Stars-Whip), although it comes weighted
with responsibility and strings (Stars-Cross). Success with work goals (Sun-Stars-Fox)
and the arrival of a lasting passion (Rider-Heart-Anchor). Passion dreams (StarsHeart) and long-term work (Fox-Anchor).

BLOCKS, OBSTACLES, DELAYS
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The Mountain is in House 22. Crossroads. Lots of obstacles on the path. Love and
passion blockages or delays, singleness (Mountain-Heart). This may feel heavy and
burdensome (Mountain-Cross) but is ultimately positive and fortunate. Blocked or
slow progress (Mountain-Ship), delayed learning (Mountain-Book); learning
progress, or book shipping (Ship-Book). Positive delays (Mountain-Sun), job or work
delays or stopping (Mountain-Fox), work success (Sun-Fox). A delay that's burdened
in some way (Mountain-Cross), finality, end of a blockage (Mountain-Coffin); the
burden or pressure of an ending (Coffin-Cross). This seems to have something to do
with overcoming writing challenges, perhaps writer's block (Letter-Mountain-Whip).

AREAS OF STABILITY
Your Anchor is in House 14. Fox, indicating stability and regularity in your working life,
being able to put food on the table day to day. This still requires constant effort and
hard work to maintain (Anchor-Whip), but success does look lasting (Anchor-Sun
)and that there will be news of stability, something permanent (Anchor-Letter), good
news or written work will prove successful (Sun-Letter). There are signs of a longterm blessing or a gift that lasts (Anchor-Bouquet), but also of a permanant ending
(Anchor-Coffin) and perhaps a disappointment (Bouquet-Coffin). Financial stability
(Anchor-Bear) via a man is likely (Anchor-Man) and the man's finances are also
indicated (Bear-Man).

STRUGGLES, AREAS OF CONFLICT, COMPETITION
Your Whip is in the House of 23. Mice, indicating that you'll be finding working so
hard pretty stressful. It's likely that you will need to be making constant effort so
there won't be a lot of let-up (Whip-Anchor). There's possibly a spiritual encounter
coming, a sense of karma (Rider-Tree), perhaps some challenging feedback (RiderWhip) or something karmic coming back to bite you, or health problems (Whip-Tree).
At the same time, a sense of pushing yourself towards high achievement, training for
your goals (Whip-Stars) or uncertainty about what it is you really want, your dreams
or fantasies (Stars-Clouds), possibly some difficult conversations or arguments
(Whip-Birds) or training from someone more experienced (Whip-Lily) or advice being
communicated from someone older (Birds-Lily).

BUSINESS & INDEPENDENCE
Your Fish is in the House of 32. Moon, showing that your business life will be centred
around creativity and emotional or esoteric matters. You will be working freelance
(Fish-Fox), and the work involves a lot of writing; journalism, blogging, fiction, for
example (Fish-Letter). There's a sense that you do what you're passionate about and
follow your heart (Fish-Heart) but that it comes with a price (Fish-Cross). A man's
business also looks as if it will have some bearing on things for you this year (FishMan). Luck comes through pushing yourself and facing up to challenges (Mountain-
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Whip-Clover), although be careful not to take too many risks as the outcome for that
does not look positive (Clover-Coffin). Take no chances.

AREAS OF UNCERTAINTY OR CONFUSION
Your Clouds card falls in the House of 6. Clouds so there may be a lack of clarity in
general in several areas. This may include around an ending (Clouds-Coffin), but there
is also a positive, pleasant kind of dreamlike quality (Clouds-Bouquet). Your head may
be in the clouds around your goals and ambitions or you may be taking things as they
come rather than aiming at something specific (Clouds-Stars). Your passions seem
unclear (Clouds-Heart), and the vagueness may cause problems (Clouds-Whip). A
man may also not be entirely clear (Clouds-Man), and he may give you a hard time
(Whip-Man). There is some uncertainty around domestic issues (Clouds-House).

BURDENS, PRESSURES, RESPONSIBILITIES
The Cross is appearing in the House of the 15. Bear, indicating financial pressures or
responsibilities. It can also be a sign of putting on weight, as it's connected with
wellbeing (Bear-Tree) or this may simply indicate healthy finances, perhaps with
more branches to that. Your financial situation looks more successful and positive
this year (Bear-Sun). It may have something to do with someone older or with
finances coming to fruition, or old money, maybe an inheritence (Bear-Lily). Any
pressure you do feel is likely be to do with uncertainty over finances due to not
having employment certainty (Fox-Clouds-Bear), but communication with a man
about money seems likely (Bear-Birds-Man).

LUCK & GOOD FORTUNE
Your Clover is in the House of 24.Heart, showing that love and romance as well as
your passions are well-starred; they may come with responsibilities or strings
however (Clover-Cross) and the good fortune may take time to be apparent (CloverMountain). Luck is most likely in the area of romance, but also passions in general
(Clover-Heart) and promises gifts or blessings, perhaps a win of some kind (CloverBouquet) and the fruition of passions or love (Heart-Bouquet). Work and career
issues are well-starred too (Clover-Fox) and with money (Clover-Bear) and money
from work in general, although watch out for theft or any cons (Fox-Bear). There are
also look to be good things happening at home (Clover-House) and with friendships
(Clover-Dog), so it looks like you'll be well supported. This may have something to do
with a close companion or a friend's home (House-Dog).

ENDINGS
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The Coffin is falling in the House of 33. Key, indicating an important turning point or
change, a life-change, a necessary ending this year. It looks like this is largely a
positive one (Coffin-Bouquet) to do with passions or love (Coffin-Heart), although it
may not be entirely clear or have a vague sort of quality to it (Coffin-Clouds). It's
probably an ending that has been long overdue or on the cards for a while (CoffinMountain) and it seems to be permanent (Coffin-Anchor) and the end of possibly
one communications channel or conversation (Coffin-Birds), talks or a discussion that
have been going on for a long while (Anchor-Birds). It also seems to represent the
end of the beginning in some way (Coffin-Child) rather than the beginning of the end!

COMMUNICATIONS & DISCUSSION
The Birds are in House 16. Stars, showing a promising conversation or
communication, one connected with your goals, hopes and dreams. A conversation
with or communication from a man (Birds-Man), a progressive conversation or one
about a trip (Birds-Ship), but also one that is problematic in some way, or perhaps
isn't entirely truthful or represents a betrayal (Birds-Snake). This may be a
conversation about work (Birds-Fox) possibly a disagreement or argument (BirdsWhip) or training around work (Fox-Whip). Communication may come to an end
(Birds-Coffin), perhaps around something a friend or associate has said, (Birds-Dog)
and it may also signal the end of the friendship or association (Coffin-Dog). This
discussion may be in the public sphere or on social media (Birds-Garden) and may be
to do with something you've said or women's or a woman's discussion. Your social
life or groups, or women's groups in general (Garden-Woman.)

MEN OR A MAN IN YOUR LIFE
The Man is appearing in House 25. Ring, indicating someone you make an agreement
with, someone committed, or someone who is married. A communicative man (ManBirds), possibly a writer or journalist (Man-Letter) and someone new or upcoming in
your life or someone who delivers news (Man-Rider). This is someone stable (ManAnchor) and possibly someone with his own business (Man-Fish). He may come
across as unclear (Man-Clouds) and someone very new in your life, representing a
fresh start (Man-Storks). He may suffer from anxiety (Man-Mice) and is a key figure in
your life (Man-Key).

EXPERIENCE AND AGEING
Your Lily falls in the House of the 34. Fish, which is a sign of business and
independence maturity and experience. Financial and security maturation (Lily-Bear),
something comes to fruition or expands, or there may be health concerns relating to
ageing (Lily-Tree). This is a positive experience overall though, signs of a successful
maturation (Lily-Sun), although it may be challenging or involve hard work or
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coaching from someone more experienced (Lily-Whip) and involve troubles and
burdens of some kind (Lily-Cross) as well as older people in the family or at home
(Lily-House) which may involve pressure or responsibility domestically (Cross-House).
You are maturing or this is about your experience and wisdom (Lily-Woman.)

NEW BEGINNINGS
The Storks are in the House of 8. Coffin, warning that you may experience a false
start of some kind, and there's possibly a new friendship or a fresh start with a friend
or ally (Storks-Dog), something official or higher status (Storks-Tower) which is to do
with education, knowledge or books (Storks-Book). This new beginning comes with
pressure, responsibilities or strings (Storks-Cross) and seems to be connected with a
man and yourself together (Storks-Man, Storks-Woman, Man-Woman) and a shared
or public new beginning and fresh source of income (Bear-Storks-Garden) as well as
important communication or talks about domestic matters (Birds-House-Key). The
social aspect is a very important result of this (Garden-Key.)

HOME & FAMILY
The House is in House 17. Storks, indicating changes and new beginnings at home.
This is connected with someone younger or who is the child of the family (HouseChild) and involves a problem of some kind domestically (House-Snake) as well as
possibly moving home (House-Ship). There are signs of domestic uncertainty (HouseClouds) but also a positive, lucky home life (House-Clover), but also an older house
(House-Lily) and one that may have structural issues (House-Mice), or age-related
problems (Lily-Mice). A new public start is indicated related to money (Bear-StorksGarden), there are significant family or home discussions (Birds-House-Key), probably
between a man and woman about someone younger (Man-Child-Woman). Ahead, is
something significant for you publicly connected with this (Garden-Key-Woman).

CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE, BEGINNINGS
The Child is in the House of 26. Book, signalling study, and learning something new,
perhaps being a complete beginner at something. Again, this is connected with the
domestic, living situation, or family in some way (Child-House), a difficult young
person or beginner (Child-Snake) and them moving or moving on, or making progress
in some way (Child-Ship). This could also represent a young person from overseas,
but one who is troubled, down or burdened in some way (Child-Cross) by an ending
(Child-Coffin). A financial beginner, perhaps (Child-Bear) or out in the world in some
way (Child-Garden) and maybe even the stock market (Bear-Garden).

FRIENDS & FRIENDSHIPS
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The Dog is in the House of 35. Anchor showing that long term friendships and
support are key at this time. A new friendship, or new start for one (Dog-Storks),
something more official, perhaps an alliance or partnership (Dog-Tower), perhaps a
fellow learner or student, or a 'learned friend' in some way (Dog-Book). A fortunate
or chance association (Dog-Clover), a friendship over the phone or online, perhaps
(Dog-Birds) and a significant or important friendship (Dog-Key) as well as a key
conversation (Birds-Key).

SOCIAL LIFE, GROUPS, NETWORKS, PUBLIC LIFE
Your Garden is in the House of 9.Bouquet, showing a pleasant, flourishing social life,
but one that may be undermined or strained this year (Garden-Mice). Membership of
groups (Garden-Ring) and creative or esoteric groups (Garden-Moon) especially.
Communicating publicly or social media, especially Twitter (Garden-Birds) and young
people, young people's groups (Garden-Child). There are new starts indicated here
(Storks-Garden), important ones (Garden-Key) and particularly about home and
domestic issues (House-Key).

WORRIES & ANXIETY
Your Mice is in the House of 36. Cross, showing that this might be a stressful or
pressured period that causes you anxiety. There may be a degree of social anxeity or
your social life may be undermined in some way (Mice-Garden) along with an
agreement or connection that you worry about (Mice-Ring).These worries are mainly
emotional in nature (Mice-Moon) and are connected with a man or men (Mice-Men)
or domestic issues (Mice-House). There's a sense that this is to do with younger
people connected with you (Child-Woman) as well as friendships and associations
(Mice-Dog.)

Wishing You a Happy, Blessed And Productive 2020!

Disclaimer:
All Lozzy's Lenormand readings are for entertainment purposes only. All users are responsible for
their own life choices and decisions. Lozzy's Lenormand is not qualified to give legal, medical,
financial or other advice. If a user requires advice of this kind, they should seek a suitable licensed
professional. Please note that this reading service is confidential and strictly for over-18s only
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